
THE GENESIS HISTORY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK OF THE SOCIAL

SECURITY PROGRAM IN THE UNITED STATES

that are referred to in the United States as the Social Security program or, more retirement benefits, provide a brief
comment on the historical evolution of . was created, it was designed to be a funded system to protect future retirees
from Congressional Budget Office (b), The Long-Term Budget Outlook (U.S.

It still applies to beneficiaries below the full-benefit age. III, 2, cl. For instance, originally, monthly payouts of
old-age benefits were slated to start on January 1,  The method for constructing these low- and high-cost
projections does not provide an estimate of the probability that actual experience will lie within or outside the
range they define. They lobbied hard for exclusion. A technical error in the formula caused these adjustments
to overcompensate for inflation, a technical mistake which has been called double-indexing. The stimulus act
did not provide authority to reclaim payments issued to the deceased, and thus, the Social Security
Administration or Treasury did not pursue collection of unreturned payments. By , debates moved away from
which occupational groups should be included to how to provide more adequate coverage. Price inflation a
rise in the general level of prices creates uncertainty in budgeting and planning and makes labor strikes for pay
raises more likely. The urbanization of American also found many people leaving their extended family
behind to fend for themselves. Wiesenfeld believed that this violated his right to equal protection under the
due process clause of the 14th Amendment. Whether politicians are listening and can come up with a viable
solution remains to be seen. To become eligible, workers completed an application at their local post office
and received a national identity card with a unique, nine-digit identification number. After , the allocation of
Social Security payroll contributions will revert to what it had been for the years through  However, Larry
DeWitt has refuted those arguments, showing there was no evidence for them. This included increased federal
funding for the Aid to Dependent Children and raised the maximum age of children eligible to receive money
under the Aid to Dependent Children to  President once every six years. Poorhouses or outdoor relief where
people were given monetary or other assistance to keep them out of a poorhouse were common means of
public assistance. They argued that, by imposing a tax on employers that could be avoided only by
contributing to a state unemployment-compensation fund, the federal government was essentially forcing each
state to establish an unemployment-compensation fund that would meet its criteria, and that the federal
government had no power to enact such a program. The Administration identified and certified about 52
million people as eligible for the checks, to whom the U. During the s, overs continued to have the highest
poverty rate of any age group in the US with the largest percentage of the nation's wealth concentrated in the
hands of Americans under  The bill included: unemployment insurance funded by employers health insurance
for people in financial distress financial assistance for widows with children financial assistance for disabled
individuals After much debate, Congress passed the Social Security Act to provide benefits to retirees based
on their earnings history and on August 14, , Roosevelt signed it into law. An amendment was passed
changing the benefit qualification formula for people born after  In , the law was amended to include any
disabled Civil War veteran, regardless of how the disability occurred. Davis , U. Now this legislation will
guarantee that from to the year , the Social Security funds will be sound.


